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Summary. This article defines the concept of relocating the pro-
gram part of a finite partial state of SCM (data part stays intact). The
relocated program differs from the original program in that all jump in-
structions are adjusted by the relocation factor and other instructions
remain unchanged. The main theorem states that if a program computes
a function then the relocated program computes the same function, and
vice versa.

MML Identifier: RELOC.

The terminology and notation used in this paper have been introduced in the
following articles: [16], [2], [1], [19], [5], [6], [15], [7], [18], [13], [4], [9], [3], [8],
[10], [11], [17], [12], and [14].

1. Relocatability

In this paper j, k, m will be natural numbers.
Let l1 be an instruction-location of SCM and let k be a natural number.

The functor l1 +k yielding an instruction-location of SCM is defined as follows:

(Def.1) There exists a natural number m such that l1 = im and l1 + k = im+k.

The functor l1 −′ k yields an instruction-location of SCM and is defined as
follows:

(Def.2) There exists a natural number m such that l1 = im and l1 −
′ k = im−

′k.

The following three propositions are true:

(1) For every instruction-location l1 of SCM and for every natural number
k holds (l1 + k) −′ k = l1.

1This work was done under guidance and supervision of A. Trybulec and P. Rudnicki.
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(2) For all instructions-locations l2, l3 of SCM and for every natural
number k holds Start-At(l2 + k) = Start-At(l3 + k) iff Start-At(l2) =
Start-At(l3).

(3) For all instructions-locations l2, l3 of SCM and for every natural num-
ber k such that Start-At(l2) = Start-At(l3) holds Start-At(l2 −′ k) =
Start-At(l3 −

′ k).

Let I be an instruction of SCM and let k be a natural number. The functor
IncAddr(I, k) yields an instruction of SCM and is defined as follows:

(Def.3) (i) IncAddr(I, k) = goto ((@I)addressTj + k) if InsCode(I) = 6,

(ii) IncAddr(I, k) = if (@I)addressTc = 0 goto (@I)addressTj + k if
InsCode(I) = 7,

(iii) IncAddr(I, k) = if (@I)addressTc > 0 goto (@I)addressTj + k if
InsCode(I) = 8,

(iv) IncAddr(I, k) = I, otherwise.

One can prove the following propositions:

(4) For every natural number k holds IncAddr(haltSCM, k) = haltSCM.

(5) For every natural number k and for all data-locations a, b holds
IncAddr(a:=b, k) = a:=b.

(6) For every natural number k and for all data-locations a, b holds
IncAddr(AddTo(a, b), k) = AddTo(a, b).

(7) For every natural number k and for all data-locations a, b holds
IncAddr(SubFrom(a, b), k) = SubFrom(a, b).

(8) For every natural number k and for all data-locations a, b holds
IncAddr(MultBy(a, b), k) = MultBy(a, b).

(9) For every natural number k and for all data-locations a, b holds
IncAddr(Divide(a, b), k) = Divide(a, b).

(10) For every natural number k and for every instruction-location l1 of
SCM holds IncAddr(goto l1, k) = goto (l1 + k).

(11) Let k be a natural number, and let l1 be an instruction-location of
SCM, and let a be a data-location. Then IncAddr(if a = 0 goto l1, k) =
if a = 0 goto l1 + k.

(12) Let k be a natural number, and let l1 be an instruction-location of
SCM, and let a be a data-location. Then IncAddr(if a > 0 goto l1, k) =
if a > 0 goto l1 + k.

(13) For every instruction I of SCM and for every natural number k holds
InsCode(IncAddr(I, k)) = InsCode(I).

(14) Let I1, I be instructions of SCM and let k be a natural num-
ber. Suppose InsCode(I) = 0 or InsCode(I) = 1 or InsCode(I) =
2 or InsCode(I) = 3 or InsCode(I) = 4 or InsCode(I) = 5 but
IncAddr(I1, k) = I. Then I1 = I.

Let p be a programmed finite partial state of SCM and let k be a natural
number. The functor Shift(p, k) yielding a programmed finite partial state of
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SCM is defined by:

(Def.4) dom Shift(p, k) = {im+k : im ∈ dom p} and for every m such that
im ∈ dom p holds (Shift(p, k))(im+k) = p(im).

We now state three propositions:

(15) Let l be an instruction-location of SCM, and let k be a natural number,
and let p be a programmed finite partial state of SCM. If l ∈ dom p, then
(Shift(p, k))(l + k) = p(l).

(16) Let p be a programmed finite partial state of SCM and let k be a natural
number. Then dom Shift(p, k) = {i1 + k : i1 ranges over instructions-
locations of SCM, i1 ∈ dom p}.

(17) Let p be a programmed finite partial state of SCM and let k be a natural
number. Then domShift(p, k) ⊆ the instruction locations of SCM.

Let p be a programmed finite partial state of SCM and let k be a natural
number. The functor IncAddr(p, k) yielding a programmed finite partial state
of SCM is defined as follows:

(Def.5) dom IncAddr(p, k) = dom p and for every m such that im ∈ dom p holds
(IncAddr(p, k))(im) = IncAddr(πim

p, k).

One can prove the following two propositions:

(18) Let p be a programmed finite partial state of SCM, and let k be a
natural number, and let l be an instruction-location of SCM. If l ∈ dom p,

then (IncAddr(p, k))(l) = IncAddr(πlp, k).

(19) For every natural number i and for every programmed finite partial
state p of SCM holds Shift(IncAddr(p, i), i) = IncAddr(Shift(p, i), i).

Let p be a finite partial state of SCM and let k be a natural number. The
functor Relocated(p, k) yielding a finite partial state of SCM is defined as fol-
lows:

(Def.6) Relocated(p, k) = Start-At(ICp + k) +· IncAddr(Shift(ProgramPart(p),
k), k) +· DataPart(p).

Next we state a number of propositions:

(20) For every finite partial state p of SCM holds
dom IncAddr(Shift(ProgramPart(p), k), k) ⊆ Instr-LocSCM.

(21) For every finite partial state p of SCM and for every natural number
k holds DataPart(Relocated(p, k)) = DataPart(p).

(22) For every finite partial state p of SCM and for every natural number k

holds ProgramPart(Relocated(p, k)) = IncAddr(Shift(ProgramPart(p), k), k).

(23) For every finite partial state p of SCM holds
dom ProgramPart(Relocated(p, k)) = {ij+k : ij ∈ dom ProgramPart(p)}.

(24) Let p be a finite partial state of SCM, and let k be a natural number,
and let l be an instruction-location of SCM. Then l ∈ dom p if and only
if l + k ∈ dom Relocated(p, k).

(25) For every finite partial state p of SCM and for every natural number
k holds ICSCM ∈ dom Relocated(p, k).
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(26) For every finite partial state p of SCM and for every natural number
k holds ICRelocated(p,k) = ICp + k.

(27) Let p be a finite partial state of SCM, and let k be a natural number,
and let l1 be an instruction-location of SCM, and let I be an instruction
of SCM. If l1 ∈ domProgramPart(p) and I = p(l1), then IncAddr(I, k) =
(Relocated(p, k))(l1 + k).

(28) For every finite partial state p of SCM and for every natural number
k holds Start-At(ICp + k) ⊆ Relocated(p, k).

(29) Let s be a data-only finite partial state of SCM, and let p be a finite
partial state of SCM, and let k be a natural number. If ICSCM ∈ dom p,

then Relocated(p +· s, k) = Relocated(p, k) +· s.

(30) Let k be a natural number, and let p be an autonomic finite partial state
of SCM, and let s1, s2 be states of SCM. If p ⊆ s1 and Relocated(p, k) ⊆
s2, then p ⊆ s1 +· s2

�
Data-LocSCM.

(31) For every state s of SCM holds Exec(IncAddr(CurInstr(s), k), s +·
Start-At(ICs + k)) = Following(s) +· Start-At(ICFollowing(s) + k).

(32) Let I2 be an instruction of SCM, and let s be a state of SCM,
and let p be a finite partial state of SCM, and let i, j, k be natu-
ral numbers. If ICs = ij+k, then Exec(I2, s +· Start-At(ICs −′ k)) =
Exec(IncAddr(I2, k), s) +· Start-At(ICExec(IncAddr(I2,k),s) −

′ k).

2. Main theorems of Relocatability

Next we state several propositions:

(33) Let k be a natural number and let p be an autonomic finite
partial state of SCM. Suppose ICSCM ∈ dom p. Let s be a
state of SCM. Suppose p ⊆ s. Let i be a natural number.
Then (Computation(s +· Relocated(p, k)))(i) = (Computation(s))(i) +·
Start-At(IC(Computation(s))(i) + k) +· ProgramPart(Relocated(p, k)).

(34) Let k be a natural number, and let p be an autonomic finite par-
tial state of SCM, and let s1, s2, s3 be states of SCM. Suppose
ICSCM ∈ dom p and p ⊆ s1 and Relocated(p, k) ⊆ s2 and s3 = s1 +· s2

�
Data-LocSCM. Let i be a natural number. Then IC(Computation(s1))(i)+k =
IC(Computation(s2))(i) and IncAddr(CurInstr((Computation(s1))(i)), k) =
CurInstr((Computation(s2))(i)) and (Computation(s1))(i)

�
dom DataPart

(p) = (Computation(s2))(i)
�

dom DataPart(Relocated(p, k)) and
(Computation(s3))(i)

�
Data-LocSCM = (Computation(s2))(i)

�
Data-LocSCM.

(35) Let p be an autonomic finite partial state of SCM and let k be a
natural number. If ICSCM ∈ dom p, then p is halting iff Relocated(p, k)
is halting.

(36) Let k be a natural number and let p be an autonomic finite
partial state of SCM. Suppose ICSCM ∈ dom p. Let s be a
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state of SCM. Suppose Relocated(p, k) ⊆ s. Let i be a nat-
ural number. Then (Computation(s))(i) = (Computation(s +·
p))(i)+·Start-At(IC(Computation(s+·p))(i) +k)+·s

�
dom ProgramPart(p)+·

ProgramPart(Relocated(p, k)).

(37) Let k be a natural number and let p be a finite partial state
of SCM. Suppose ICSCM ∈ dom p. Let s be a state of SCM.
Suppose p ⊆ s and Relocated(p, k) is autonomic. Let i be a
natural number. Then (Computation(s))(i) = (Computation(s +·
Relocated(p, k)))(i) +· Start-At(IC(Computation(s+·Relocated(p,k)))(i) −

′ k) +·
s

�
dom ProgramPart(Relocated(p, k)) +· ProgramPart(p).

(38) Let p be a finite partial state of SCM. Suppose ICSCM ∈ dom p. Let
k be a natural number. Then p is autonomic if and only if Relocated(p, k)
is autonomic.

(39) Let p be a halting autonomic finite partial state of SCM. If ICSCM ∈
dom p, then for every natural number k holds DataPart(Result(p)) =
DataPart(Result(Relocated(p, k))).

(40) Let F be a data-only partial function from FinPartSt(SCM) to
FinPartSt(SCM) and let p be a finite partial state of SCM. Suppose
ICSCM ∈ dom p. Let k be a natural number. Then p computes F if and
only if Relocated(p, k) computes F .
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